"The Girl Who Loved Spiders"

**Spelling**
- enter
- banner
- sugar
- shower
- motor
- collar
- labor
- finger
- mirror
- beggar
- favor
- bother
- fever
- doctor
- temper
- actor
- polar
- sweater
- traitor
- whenever

**Vocabulary**
1. peculiar - odd or unusual
2. intends - plans to do a task in the future
3. captured - caught
4. nourishing - giving things needed for good health
5. glances - looks at quickly and then looks away
6. observes - watches
7. assist - help or lend a hand
8. favor - act of kindness or good deed
9. condition - the way someone or something is
10. memorable - interesting and worth remembering

**Story Skill: Story Structure**

*Characters:* Luis and Ashanti

*Setting:*

*Plot:*

**Decoding Skill: Common Final Syllables**

Most final syllables begin with a consonant, has a schwa sound, and ends with the consonant -er, -ar, or -or.

Common final syllables are: -ter, -tor, -tar, and -gar

**Comprehension Questions**

Check out [www.spellingcity.com/cozzit](http://www.spellingcity.com/cozzit)